DIALYSIS PRODUCTS
High-capacity scales with innovative features
designed for dialysis patients
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Offering the ultimate in patient satisfaction and accuracy
With dialysis scale use on the rise, DETECTO has developed state-of-the-art stainless steel scale platforms and
software specially designed for dialysis patient care. Patients that are ambulatory, using a walker or cane, and
patients in wheelchairs and beds can easily access the weight platform that is installed flush with the floor
surface or low profile to the ground. The in-floor design is flush-mounted to the floor, and the indicators are
placed within the facility’s wall to save valuable space for an integral, streamlined patient weighing operation.
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Solace In-Floor Flush-Mounted
Dialysis Scale

Wall-Mount Fold-Up Scale

Digital Handrail
Scale with
Height Rod

Solace series in-floor
dialysis scales are
flush-mounted
platform scales that
feature stainless steel decks and include a pit
frame, trim ring, and interface cable to the included
multi-color, touchscreen LCD indicator and printer.
The flush surface eliminates tripping hazards and
hallway accessibility issues. The Solace series is
available with or without a handrail and all models
include a recessed-mount indicator and ticket printer
combination. Special dialysis weighing software is
included with the scale. These in-floor scales with
high 1,000 lb x 0.2 lb/450 kg x 0.1 kg capacity and a
variety of sizes from 3 x 3 to 6 x 4 feet.

The 7550 wall-mount
wheelchair scale features
a fold-up design that
saves space when not
in use. It can be installed
in high-traffic areas for convenient, weighing,
and fold up when finished weighing. The scale
accommodates most wheelchairs, and yet
requires very little floor space when folded
up. A large, colorful, interactive touchscreen
allows you to enter patient IDs that can be sent
along with patient weight data to EMR systems
via Wi-Fi or Bluetooth 5.0. The scale also offers
wheelchair tare weight mode to remove
wheelchair weights and factor patient weight
(pushbutton and keypad tare).

The 6856MHR
bariatric scale is
designed for
optimum weighing
performance and stability with its
wraparound tubular stainless steel
handrails and padded handgrips.
The spacious, sturdy steel platform
measures 24 in/61 cm square.
Integral wheels and battery power
allow easy transport. Scale capacity
is 1,000 lb x 0.2 lb / 450 kg x 0.1 kg.
Height rod measures from
24-84 in / 60-212 cm.
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Compact Floor
Scale with Secure
Wraparound
Handrails

Digital Chair
Scale with
400 lb
Capacity

Step-On Cans, the
Rugged Waste
Receptacle

Universal
Wall-Mount
Steel Glove
Box Holder

DETECTO’s digital
handrail scale is made specifically
for accommodating large and
unsteady patients. The scale’s
low-profile platform features a
non-skid rubber mat surface, and
the scale’s wrap-around stainless
steel handrails come with padded
grips for patient confidence. An
RS232 serial port comes standard,
with Wi-Fi/Bluetooth connectivity
available. The scale’s capacity is
600 lb x 0.2 lb / 270 kg x 0.1 kg and
platform size is 18 x 14 in.

The ultimate
in patient safety and
comfort, DETECTO’s digital
chair scales are completely
mobile, with built-in wheels
and battery power. Lift-away
armrests and a fold-up
footrest make it easy for
transferring dialysis patients,
disabled patients, and the
elderly. The chair scale
comes with an RS232 serial
port, with Wi-Fi/Bluetooth
connectivity available.

Named for their rugged
toughness, Step-On
Cans are perfect for laundry
departments and receiving areas.
Equipped with a heavy-duty
foot pedal and linkage and a bag
securing mechanism, they come
in a variety of five different sizes
and capacities (4, 6, 8, 12 and 25
gallon) and two different materials:
stainless steel or a baked epoxy
finish (available in red or white).
The cans are flame retardant, have
a self-closing lid for sanitation, and
feature unitized construction.

Conserve counter space
with DETECTO’s universal
glove box holders. The open
design allows you to see
what size or type of glove is
being dispensed. The holders
accommodate most glove
boxes and are universal
enough to be used for tissue
holders where counter or
shelf space is limited. Models
capable of holding one, two, or
three boxes of gloves.
Lifetime warranty.

DETECTO reserves the right to improve, enhance,
or modify features and specifications without prior notice.
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